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About This Game

Panzer Strategy is a World War II wargame that combines classic turn-based strategy gameplay with modern looks. Command
your armies and adapt your units to any objective using a huge selection of real-life military equipment and battle skills.

Stunning Unreal Engine 4 graphics and the free camera mode allow you to experience the full-scale warfare both from the aerial
view and up close – so you can execute you grand strategy and see the action in detail. Now the warfare of WWII is more

immersive than ever.

Panzer Strategy pushes the boundaries of the wargame genre by offering diverse tactic options and more than a hundred of
customizable units. The game is designed to create the most flexible strategy gameplay in its category. It’s time to build your
own unique tactics! You will experience the duty of a WWII commander in a full manner – with battle preparations, supply

management and ruthless clashes.

Panzer Strategy scenarios are non-linear. You can replay them several times and still find something new. The game will take
players over 40 hours to finish if they "do everything".

Beloved gameplay, modern looks. Panzer Strategy is a classic hexagonal wargame packed with stunning 3D graphics.

Historical accuracy. Battle scenarios, maps, vehicles, weaponry – everything is carefully recreated in accordance with
military archives.
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Build your own playstyle. Panzer Strategy offers an unprecedented level of tactics and customization options.

Commanders. Choose a commander for your campaign and receive unique abilities and perks.

Headquarters. HQ is a special unit that gives your troops new abilities. Capture the enemy’s headquarters and gain an
edge on the battlefield.

Unit attachments and skills. Upgrade your forces with new abilities, weapons and tools to build an army that suits your
strategy.

Supply lines. Your army needs a constant source of ammo and fuel. Expand your supply system and cut enemy delivery
lines to exhaust its forces – even the most advanced tanks can’t stop you if they don’t have ammo to shoot.

Experience the real battles of WWII and be the true commander of your own unique army in Panzer Strategy.
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Title: Panzer Strategy
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Starni Games
Publisher:
Starni Games
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only)

Processor: Dual-core Intel or AMD, 2.0 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 750 Ti or better or AMD HD 7870 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 14 GB available space

Sound Card: Onboard

English,Russian
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This game is pretty fun, and addicting especially if you know how to play. If you just go straight into the dungeons without
proper gear then you're just gonna die repeatedly and it ruins the fun of the game. So I'd recommend to stick to your skill level
and don't try to rush (Coming from personal experience when I first played the game.)Also, having quests will give you LOTS
of gold, exp, and more, it also makes the game more interesting. Another thing you should know is that this game is never
ending! There is 5 INFINITE DUNGEONS, so it's hard to get bored or tired of the game that simply. In each dungeon there are
billions of floors, it's crazy. And in every floor there is a new mob, so each time you advance deeper you don't fight the same
things over and over again. And in every other floors, there could be a possibility of a boss monster, and it really adds more fun
to the game. I have played for multiple hours in one seating, and it's truly a game you wouldn't regret buying in my opinion.. 
Caster is one of those games. You know the ones - you\u2019ve got that one Steam friend who keeps buying and playing them as a
joke, even though them being on Steam in 2019 has become commonplace to the point where they constitute the bulk of all the
games ever released on the platform. That\u2019s right! It\u2019s somebody\u2019s first Unity project released as a commercial
product on the largest digital video game storefront in the world! Caster is an impressive demonstration of this particular breed of
laziness - enemies placed haphazardly around a barren, featureless landscape; the same visual and audio effects repeated ad
nauseum; and a generally slapped-together quality that pervades the entire thing. All of these contributing to what is ultimately an
impressive landmark in the history of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665games getting released as though they are
anywhere approaching the standards for what anyone would consider acceptable even in 2009.

When I say \u2018barren\u2019, that\u2019s exactly what I mean. Every game to ever feature some sort of terrain editor has
included tools to prevent exactly what\u2019s happening in Caster, itself a game of levels made exclusively with simple terrain
tools. Thankfully, an upgradeable jumping skill allows you to Icarian Flight yourself across the entire map, eliminating exactly
100% of the challenge and purpose of playing in the first place. This was less of an issue for me than you might think, because
when I was actually playing the game how I was supposed to, I found myself using overly simplistic weapons to kill the same
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 bugs over and over again. All of these are very bad things, but the real descriptor
you should be taking away from this experience is that Caster is just nothing at all, basically. A 20-minute hack job by someone
who probably just wanted to grab some cash on the side.

Not only has Caster got so little going on that it makes Pac-Man look like a deeply challenging 4X strategy title, but it\u2019s
representative of the overall creative pit that Steam is. Caster wasn\u2019t the genesis of the practice of dumping just anything on
Steam and adding trading cards to grab a couple of dollars from a few thousand people - it\u2019s hardly notorious enough to do
something so impactful - but it\u2019s certainly a shining example of how not to make a game. Hot tip of the day: if you
don\u2019t have any ideas, don\u2019t just dump any old package of premade assets onto the store and hope to make back
whatever Steam Direct\u2019s entry fee is today. Because it may seem like you\u2019ve just earned a few dollars here and there
and it\u2019s a win-win for you, but now that you\u2019ve spewed this Steamy pile into existence you\u2019ll be inextricably
linked to it forever. You\u2019ve bricked your career in game design before it even started, and given what we\u2019re seeing
here that\u2019s undoubtedly a good thing for the rest of us.. Fun and interesting gameplay you won't find anywhere else.. Cool
concept and is fun once you master the controls, it's also fairly challenging so for all of those out there that wanted to run around
beating and gunning down enemies at will with powerful stomps kicks and jetting around while being "kawaii" this is for you! I
expect to pump plenty more hours into this game and am pleased to have found it.. Steam keeps deleting the program idk why, not
recommended
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Pick it up for under $5, worth an hour or two of your time!. Dark Tower is another puzzle game in the guise of an RPG, taking
after the free indie game Tower of the Sorcerer, the Steam game DungeonUp, or the DSiWare game Crystal Adventure. This
one may well be the worst of those, however, because many of the key fun elements of the genre are missing.

The puzzle elements of the genre are fairly simplistic: Basically, fighting monsters is completely deterministic, and you can tell
what the results of any fight will be before you get into it, in terms of how much damage you'll suffer, so you just need to figure
out what order is the best for fighting things, what to put off fighting until you're stronger and can defeat it without taking
damage, et cetera.

However, unlike all the other entries into this genre, you can't actually tell what an enemy's stats are until you fight it, and you
can't attempt to fight an enemy that you wouldn't defeat, so if you run into an enemy you can't beat, the game doesn't tell you
whether your attack is too low or your defense is too low, you just need to spend points and pray, and reset the game if you can't
do that or if you did it wrong. The game also autosaves after every step, so there is no way to save before fighting an unknown
monster and see if the results are acceptable. In addition, Dark Tower is pretty much entirely lacking in puzzles OTHER than
determining the best order in which to kill everything, with essentially no level puzzles or secrets.

In conclusion: No, even if you like this genre it's not a good entry. Buy DungeonUp instead if the genre sounds interesting.. A
nice new surpise to the gaming market. Some independent software makers created a very nice science fiction tank combat and
football (soccer) style combination in a game. The game runs smooth and has some nice combat on a Tron style gaming grids
(read maps).. good game 11\/10. I really wants to like the gameplay, however it has some things which creates a rather frustating
experience and make the game feel less fun to play which I hope developer fixes. Otherwise there is a risk it will be easily
forgotten few monthes later.

1. It's how you die which feels to much of a random affair. For example, there are to many traps which instant kills you, which
you have no chance of avoiding with your eye (personal skill) or character skill. This leads often to an instant death which you
can't control at all which leads to a waste of time playing the game in the first place. Either make the traps less deadly (higher
chance you survive them) or at least let you have a decent chance avoiding them, so the game feels less lucky based.

2. I also hope developer invest more time making the game a longer experience so it takes longer time finishing the game than
1-2h or so. Yeah, I know it's supposed to last that long but it feels a bit short. Make the game last at least 5+ hours.

Other than that I like how most characters and mobs looks like. I will update my review if the game becomes better regarding
the issues I have with the game. I don't recommend this game as it is, but hopefully in the future.
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